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UniCam SC Connector G50 OM3Ceramic Ferr. - SC
connector 95-050-41-X

Corning
95-050-41-X
4042673619451 EAN/GTIN

9,98 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

UniCam SC connector OM3/OM4 Multimode 95-050-41-X Plug version, suitable for multimode fiber type, SC connector type, crimping connection type, ceramic ferrule
material, The UniCam connector system combines the technical advantages of pigtails with the advantages of field-mountable connectors Plug. The UniCamR connector is an
ideal solution that focuses on all the requirements of a field-installable connector. The quick installation time reduces the overall cost of the connection and makes the UniCam
connector a cost-effective alternative for all fiber optic applications from campus distribution to workplace cabling. The special features are high precision of the high-quality and
quality-controlled end surface processing as well as a visual check for function when installing the plug. When it comes to field assembly, reliability is particularly important. As
a special feature, the UniCam plugs offer a visual confirmation of the connection in the plug. This is done by simply coupling visible light into the connector end surface. Due to
the special design of the UniCam connectors, the scattered light that occurs when the fiber positioning in the splice is not optimal is made visible in an indicator field. The fiber
positioning is error-free as soon as the light in the indicator field becomes significantly darker. The installer receives an immediate indication of the quality and can make
adjustments if necessary. The Unicam connectors can be installed directly on 900µm solid cores (iMIC cable) or with a splitting adapter, with individual elements 900µm,
2.0mm or 2.9mm, on central or bundled core cables with 250µm fibers. 50µm multimode (OM3/OM4 compatible).
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
** Payment methods may vary from country to country. All prices plus shipping and excluding customs duties or other additional costs (import sales tax) for deliveries

outside the EU.
*** Savings compared to RRP = the manufacturer’s recommended retail price. RRP is the price recommended to retailers by the manufacturer, importer or wholesaler as

a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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